INTRODUCTION
In the mid 1930s, with clouds of war gathering, discussions between the Air Ministry and leading aircraft
designers of the time, led to a new order being issued to replace the ageing biplane designs
currently filling important front-line roles for the RAF.
Sir Sydney Camm and Hawker were already prominent in the design and production of many of the
RAF’s front-line aircraft including the venerable Hawker Fury.
Camm set about designing a monoplane derivative of the Fury, retaining much of the traditional wood
and fabric construction techniques, especially for the aft fuselage. This would prove to be an excellent
direction as the airframes would be familiar to field crews and those responsible for maintenance and
repair, resulting in faster servicing and repair times - a critical factor in the months to come.
The new design featured eight machine guns mounted in sturdy, extremely thick section wings. Early
production machines were built with fabric covered wings but later (by the time of the Battle of Britain)
these had changed to all-metal skinning.
A wide track retractable undercarriage was fitted with a castoring non-retractable tail wheel.
Power was delivered by Rolls Royce’s new Merlin II V12 engine - the same power plant that would
power the Spitfire and Lancaster bomber, DH Mosquito and many other successful designs throughout
the war. This again, would streamline servicing and maintenance of the RAF’s front-line fighting machines.
The new Hurricane first took the air in November 1935 and entered squadron service on Christmas
Day, 1937. As already noted, these early machines had fabric-covered wings and sported two-blade fixedpitch Watts wooden propellers. By the time of the Battle of Britain in 1940, there was a choice
between Rotol and DeHavilland three-blade variable pitch, constant speed propellers, choice depending
on available supply.
Largely unchanged in its entire career, the Hurricane was an effective day and night fighter, fighterbomber and served at sea in carriers. It was even catapulted from merchant ships to protect vital
shipping convoys. The hapless pilots of these machines faced a very cold and wet end to their flight as
there was no way to retrieve the fighter once catapulted off the ramp and ditching in the icy Northern
Atlantic was the only way to land if there was no nearby land available!
Often regarded as “the poor relation” to the Supermarine Spitfire, the Hawker Hurricane was in fact, a
very capable fighting machine and again in fact, was responsible for 60% of Luftwaffe losses during the
Battle of Britain. As a fighter, the Hurricane was no match for the manoeuvrability of the Messershmitt
BF109 but if a skilled pilot could bring those eight guns to bear, more often than not, the opposition was
doomed amid a hail of concentrated fire. Those thick profile wings provided an extremely stable gun
platform from which to shoot too. As the Battle developed, Hurricanes were assigned the primary role
of destroying the waves of enemy bombers heading for British shores - Spitfires taking over the role of
fighter interception and hence the more glamorous image.
During the Battle, the Hawker Hurricane made “aces” of many of the young pilots flying daily to defend
the shores of Great Britain. It fought in all the theatres of WW2, inflicting a massive amount of damage
not only to enemy forces in the air but on the ground and at sea.

FLYING THE HAWKER HURRICANE
For the purposes of this guide, we are assuming that you have at least moderate skill and a working
knowledge of flight simulators. It is not the purpose of this document to teach you how to fly but rather guide
you through the process of getting the Hurricane started and into the air.
Let’s begin with setting the simulation for a “COLD/DARK” start. That’s all switches OFF and all
controls and levers at least in neutral or OFF.You may find things easier if you temporarily remove the control
column and grip. Do this by clicking the top-most spare gunsight bulb, to the right of the gunsight.
Remove the standing pilot if you have not yet done so. What follows is a typical checklist set for the Hawker
Hurricane Mk1. We have added the number of the item as per the panel guide.
IMPORTANT!!!! IF YOU HAVE “AUTO-MIXTURE” TURNED ON IN THE SIM SETUP, TURN IT OFF!!!
IF YOU DO NOT DO THIS,VERY STRANGE THINGS WILL HAPPEN TO YOUR AEROPLANE.
PRE-START
Toggle ON the start-cart. (41) Observe that power is indicated by the Voltmeter and Ammeter.
Switch ON the landing gear indicator lights. (17) Observe that the two green lights are showing, indicating
gear down and locked.
OPEN the radiator shutter.(57)
CHECK control movements.
CHECK Throttle lever (36) movement, moving the Mixture lever (37) forward to “auto-lean” and then pull
the Throttle lever back. Observe that the Mixture lever returns with the Throttle, to the “auto-rich” position.
CHECK Fuel Tank Contents by switching the Tank Gauge Selector (10) and observing the readouts on the
Fuel contents gauge (13)
REFUEL if necessary (25 right hand switch marked “camera”)
A NOTE ON FUEL:
The Hurricane is equipped with MAIN and RESERVE tanks. The Main tanks use an engine-driven pump to
deliver fuel whereas the Reserve tank uses gravity-feed. ALWAYS, therefore, START and RUN-UP the engine
using the RESERVE TANK ONLY.
SELECT RESERVE Using the fuel tank selector (43)
MOVE Throttle lever forward about 1/2”
UNLOCK ENGINE PRIMER (53) (RightClick) and PUMP (LeftClick) 4 - 6 strokes.
RE-LOCK ENGINE PRIMER (RightClick)
SWITCH ON STARTING MAGNETO (16)
SWITCH ON ENGINE MAGNETOS (24)

CLICK the Starter Cover (DOWN) and PRESS STARTER BUTTON.
PRESS AND HOLD STARTER BUTTON (23) until engine starts.
SWITCH OFF STARTING MAGNETO once engine is running.
SELECT MAIN Using the fuel tank selector (43)
Toggle OFF the start-cart. (41) Observe that sufficient power is indicated by the Voltmeter and Ammeter.
WARM AND RUN-UP
CHECK Engine driven hydraulic pump by selecting FLAPS DOWN and switching UP the hydraulic lever.
CHECK Hand-operated hydraulic pump (58) by selecting FLAPS UP and pumping the handle until the flap
indicator stops moving up.
CHECK R.P.M. (7) for 2100 - 2200 r.p.m and adjust if necessary with throttle.
DO NOT USE THE PROP CONTROL TO ADJUST R.P.M.
CHECK STATIC BOOST ( 9) which should be +6lbs
CHECK OIL PRESSURE (12) which should be 70-95 psi initially, dropping to around 60psi when warm
CHECK MAGNETOS (24) a drop of 80 rpm is normal for either magneto OFF.
CHECK AIR PRESSURE ( The triple gauge is mounted just to the left of the left-hand footplate)
Normal pressure (Centre needle) should be at a minimum of 100 psi.
PRE_TAKEOFF
SET ELEVATOR TRIM (45) to NEUTRAL 00
SET FLAPS at 280
LOCK HOOD OPEN (49)
WARNING!!
The Rolls Royce Merlin II is prone to overheating when insufficient air is passing through intakes and the main
radiator. So, whilst ground-running be CONSTANTLY AWARE of the OIL TEMPERATURE (14) and
RADIATOR TEMPERATURE (15) gauges.Too long a time spent warming up or ground-running WILL RESULT
IN OVERHEATING AND EVENTUAL ENGINE SHUT-DOWN. If this occurs you will have to re-load your
flight and start over.
This was a major headache for Hurricane pilots in the Battle of Britain when at the height of the battle,the
decision was taken to have entire flight-lines on standby with engines running before a “scramble” order came
through. As a result, many pilots disobeyed orders and got their machines airborne to save their engines.
We suggest that you get airborne as soon as possible, once the run-up is complete.

TAKEOFF
Open the throttle slowly to full power. As power comes on, adjust for tail swing using rudder. BE CAREFUL!
the Hurricane’s rudder is very large and powerful - it is very easy to over-correct for torque-swing.
At around 60 mph indicated, gently PUSH the stick forward to unstick the tail wheel. At 85 mph gently pull
back on the stick to lift off. DO NOT enter a steep climb. Allow the speed to build before climbing.
Select GEAR UP and EITHER raise the gear with the engine driven hydraulic pump OR pump the manual
hydraulic lever at least 8 times to raise and lock. Observe the landing gear indicator lights - when the gear is
up and locked they will glow RED.
If you have used FLAPS, select FLAPS UP and EITHER use the engine driven hydraulic pump OR pump the
manual hydraulic lever until the flaps are fully retracted.
IMPORTANT!! DO NOT FORGET TO RETURN THE FLAPS/GEAR CONTROL LEVER TO NEUTRAL and
THE HYDRAULIC SWITCH to DOWN after EVERY USE.
CLIMB
Climb at 2,600 RPM and +6.25 Lbs of boost. This should give a speed of around 155 mph and a mean rate of
climb of about 2,600 ft per min.
KEEP THE RADIATOR SHUTTER OPEN when climbing.
CRUISE
Maximum cruising speeds are achieved using 2,600 RPM, 4.25 lbs of boost and mixture on “AUTO-RICH”
Most economical cruising is achieved using 2,600 RPM, 2.25 lbs of boost and mixture on “AUTO-LEAN”
A maximum cruising speed is 238 MPH
MAXIMUM and EMERGENCY POWER
The Hawker Hurricane Mk1A is fitted with a BOOST OVERRIDE CONTROL (21) For short bursts of
increased power in emergencies, PULL the control. You will note a marked increased in boost - rising to
+8lbs depending on throttle setting. DO NOT USE THE CONTROL FOR EXTENDED PERIODS - engine
life will be shortened along with your fuel consumption!
OIL and COOLANT Temperatures (14 & 15)
Oil temperature should never exceed 950 for more than a few minutes. Normal oil temperature should be
900
Coolant temperature should never exceed 1200 and should normally be maintained at 950 , adjusting the radiator flap (47) accordingly, together with monitored engine speed/rpm.

